
In any verification environment it takes a significant amount 
of work to keep all the tests running and to ensure that each 
test continues to be effective. To make this job easier, tests 
need to be kept as short as possible and should be written 
at the highest level of abstraction possible for the feature 
being tested. In UVM, sequences provide an ideal structure 
for creating test procedures at the right layer of abstraction 
for a particular feature. I’d like to recommend a strategy that 
uses default virtual sequences running on an environment-
level virtual sequencer. This set up makes it easy to define 
and start sequences within a test, simplifies the end-of-test 
logic, and it allows you to move reused test procedures 
into a sequence library. It also helps keep your test files 
manageably small.

With this strategy, a test file will contain one or more 
‘phase sequence’ extensions along with an extension of 
uvm_test. A test only needs to extend the phase sequences 
for phases where the test writer is making the test do 
something unique. For example you might extend the ‘main 
phase’ sequence to create a specific pattern of back-to-
back short packets, or extend the ‘configure phase’ to put 
the DUT in a different operating mode. Any phases which 
are not extended in your test will run using the default 
procedures you’ve defined for your environment. The actual 
uvm_test component just uses the factory to override 
the appropriate default phase sequences with the phase 
sequences defined in the test file.

To the right is an example test using this  
style. This test starts two  

 

sequences in parallel on lower layer sequencers and waits 
for both sequences to finish. One sequence sends packets 
on an ethernet interface and the other sequence waits for 
the corresponding packets on an internal network port.
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class spkt_first_test_main_phase_vseq extends spkt_
main_phase_vseq;
   `uvm_object_utils(spkt_first_test_main_phase_vseq)

   function new(string name=“spkt_first_test_main_ 
                         phase_vseq”);
      super.new(name);
   endfunction
   
   virtual task body();
      ethernet_packet_stream  eth_packets;
      noc_wait_n_packets_vseq noc_wait_packets;

      `uvm_create_on(eth_packets, get_mac_pkt_ 
                                sequencer());
      void’(eth_packets.randomize());

      `uvm_create_on(noc_wait_packets,  
                                get_noc_v_sequencer());
      noc_wait_packets.pkt_count = eth_packets.pkt_count;

      fork
         `uvm_send(eth_packets);
         `uvm_send(noc_wait_packets);
      join
   endtask
endclass

class spkt_first_test extends spkt_base_test;
   `uvm_component_utils(spkt_first_test)

   function new(string name=“spkt_first_test”, 
                uvm_component parent=null);
      super.new(name,parent);
   endfunction
      
   virtual function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
      super.build_phase(phase);

      set_type_override_by_type(spkt_main_phase_ 
                                                   vseq::get_type(),
                     spkt_first_test_main_phase_vseq::get_ 
                     type());
   endfunction
endclass
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This test uses two traffic sequences from a sequence 
library, ethernet_packet_stream and noc_wait_n_packets_
vseq, however I also could have defined these sequences 
directly within my test file. The test start is able to start the 
sequences on the correct sequencers using the functions 
get_mac_pkt_sequencer() and get_noc_v_sequencer() 
which are provided by the base virtual sequence. Later I 
will show how to use some macros to make this test a bit 
shorter still.

This test relies on some infrastructure in your environment 
which I’ll show and talk about. It requires a virtual 
sequencer in the top-level env. This sequencer requires 
very little custom code, but its necessary to serve as a 
place to start the default sequences for each phase. 

Then I define a base sequence that will run on the above 
virtual sequencer and declare it as its p_sequencer. This 
base sequence defines the functions for getting references 
to lower-level sequencers in my environment.

After creating this primary base enviroment-level sequence, 
I create 4 or 5 more sequences which are derived from the 
primary base sequence. One sequence for each test phase 
that I might want to override: run_phase, reset_phase, 
configure_phase, main_phase, report_phase, etc. Which 
phases you use will depend on your environment, but I 
always have at least the configure, main, and run phases.
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class spkt_run_phase_vseq extends spkt_vseq_base;
   `uvm_object_utils(spkt_run_phase_vseq)

   function new(string name=“spkt_run_phase_vseq”);
      super.new(name);
   endfunction
endless

class spkt_configure_phase_vseq extends  
         spkt_vseq_base;
   `umv_object_utils(spkt_configure_phase_vseq)

   function new(string name=“spkt_configure_ 
                        phase_vseq”);
      super.new(name);
   endfunction

   virtual task pre_start();
      starting_phase.raise_objection(this, get_full_name());
   endtask

   virtual task post_start();
      starting_phase.drop_objection(this, get_full_name());
   endtask
endclass

class spkt_main_phase_vseq extends spkt_vseq_base;
   `umv_object_utils(spkt_main_phase_vseq)

   function new(string name=“spkt_main_phase_vseq”);
      super.new(name);
   endfunction

   virtual task pre_start();
      starting_phase.raise_objection(this, get_full_name());
   endtask

   virtual task post_start();
      starting_phase.drop_objection(this, get_full_name());
   endtask
endclass

typedef class spkt_env;

class spkt_virtual_sequencer extends uvm_sequencer;
  `uvm_component_utils(spkt_virtual_sequencer)
  
  spkt_env env;

  function new(string name, uvm_component parent);
    super.new(name, parent);
    $cast(this.env, parent);
  endfunction
endclass

class spkt_vseq_base extends uvm_sequence;
  `uvm_object_utils(spkt_base_vseq)
  `uvm_declare_p_sequencer(spkt_virtual_sequencer)

  function new(string name=“spkt_base_vseq”);
    super.new(name);
  endfunction
    
  virtual function uvm_sequencer_base get_ 
            mac_pkt_sequencer();
    return this.p_sequencer.env.get_mac_pkt_sequencer();
  endfunction
endclass
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I didn’t show it here, but these phase sequences can also 
contain a default ‘body’ task. For example often many of 
my tests will configure the DUT in the same way, so I can 
provide that configuration behavior in the body of the  
default configure_phase sequence. Then only the tests 
which deviate from the normal configuration procedure 
would need to override the configure phase sequence. 
However default behaviour isn’t necessary, the main 
purpose of these sequences is to have separate sequences 
to use as the “default_sequence” for each phase on the 
environment-level virtual sequencer.

Also notice in the sequence definitions above, the ‘run 
phase’ sequence does not raise or drop any objections. 
This means that any sequences started from a test’s ‘run 
phase’ sequence will not affect the end-of-test calculation. 
For this reason, extensions of the ‘run phase’ sequence are 
a good place to start responder sequences or background 
traffic sequences with forever loops.

This next code excerpt shows how the default sequences 
are started for each phase in the top-level env.

Adding this last bit of code into your top-level env, should be 
enough to get you going with this approach.

There are several things I like about this strategy for 
creating tests. One is that all test sequences are started 
from within a sequence. The UVM seems to be designed 
to make it easy to start sequences from within sequences, 
while starting sequences directly from uvm_test feels 
awkward. When you start sequences from uvm_test, you 
can not use sequence macros, there is no parent sequence, 
and the starting_phase is null so there is no easy way to 
raise an objection. Whereas starting your test sequences 
from the default phase sequences gives you access to all 
these things and makes it easier to start sequences from 
your sequence libraries in your test sequences. I also find 
that this makes it easy to develop new sequences in a test, 
then later if a sequence is useful in multiple tests, move it 
into an agent’s sequence library.

Another benefit is how the end-of-test logic is simplified 
by raising objections in the default reset phase, configure 
phase, and main phase sequences. With this setup, 
most tests can override the body of one of these phase 
sequences and never need to worry about raising and 
dropping objections.

Also minimizing the amount of redundant code that exists 
across multiple test files is a big win for maintaining your 
tests. This is achieved by either moving common test 
procedures into the default phase sequences or by moving 
sequences into sequence libraries. Also with the goal 
of minimizing redundant code we can go a bit farther by 
adding some macros. The test I presented above can be 
rewritten again like this:

class spkt_env extends uvm_env;
   …
   virtual function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
      super.build_phase(phase);
      …
      v_sequencer =
          spkt_virtual_sequencer::type_id::create 
         (“spkt_v_seqr”,this);

      uvm_config_db#(uvm_object_wrapper)::set(this,
                         {v_sequencer.get_name(), “.reset_phase”},
                         “default_sequence”,
                         spkt_reset_phase_vseq::type_id::get());

      uvm_config_db#(uvm_object_wrapper)::set(this,
                         {v_sequencer.get_name(), 
                        “.configure_phase”},
                         “default_sequence”,
                         spkt_configure_phase_vseq::type_ 
                         id::get());

      uvm_config_db#(uvm_object_wrapper)::set(this,
                         {v_sequencer.get_name(), “.main_phase”},
                         “default_sequence”,
                         spkt_main_phase_vseq::type_id::get());
   

      uvm_config_db#(uvm_object_wrapper)::set(this,
                         {v_sequencer.get_name(), “.run_phase”},
                         “default_sequence”,
                         malfra_run_phase_vseq::type_id::get());
   endfunction
endclass
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Here are the definitions for the macros used in my test. 

I put these above macros in the file where I define the 
default main phase sequence and I put the below macros in 
my base test file. 

I’ve used this technique for organizing my tests in a couple 
of different environments and so far it’s served me well. I 
look forward to hearing how others have approached the 
problem of keeping tests both effective and maintainable.

Editor’s Note: While this article doesn’t adhere to all of 
the UVM guidelines provided in the UVM Cookbook, it 
does show some useful techniques for managing your test 
sequences. Since these techniques are applied within a 
single set of tests and sequences, they are reusable within 
that context, even if the overall verification environment 
includes VIP from other sources. We encourage the reader 
to experiment with this approach, possibly customizing 
it to adhere to existing coding style guidelines and/or 
preferences that you may have.

`define spkt_test_begin(test_name)                      \
class spkt_``test_name``_test extends spkt_base_test;   \
   `uvm_component_utils(spkt_``test_name``_test)        \
   function new(string name=”spkt_``test_name``_test”,  \
          uvm_component parent=null);                   \
   endfunction   

`define spkt_test_end endclass

`spkt_main_phase_seq_begin(first_test)
   virtual task body();
      ethernet_packet_stream  eth_packets;
      noc_wait_n_packets_vseq noc_wait_packets;

      `uvm_create_on(eth_packets, get_mac_pkt_
sequencer());
      void’(eth_packets.randomize());

      `uvm_create_on(noc_wait_packets, get_noc_v_
sequencer());
      noc_wait_packets.pkt_count = eth_packets.pkt_count;

      fork
         `uvm_send(eth_packets);
         `uvm_send(noc_wait_packets);
      join
   endtask
`spkt_main_phase_seq_end

`spkt_test_begin(first_test)
   virtual function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
      super.build_phase(phase);
      `spkt_main_phase_seq_override(first_test)
   endfunction
`spkt_test_end

`define spkt_main_phase_seq_begin(test_name)             \
class spkt_``test_name``_main_phs_seq extends spkt_ 
                    main_phase_vseq; \
   `uvm_object_utils(spkt_``test_name``_main_phs_seq)   \
   function new(string name=”spkt_``test_name``_main_ 
                        phs_seq”);     \
      super.new(name);                                              \
   endfunction

`define spkt_main_phase_seq_end endclass

`define spkt_main_phase_seq_override(test_name)         \
   set_type_override_by_type(spkt_main_phase_ 
   vseq::get_type(),   \
                 spkt_``test_name``_main_phs_seq::get_type());
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